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C Z E C H V I L L AG E / N E W B O A R E A AC T I O N P L A N

This document is a flexible tool, which presents a vision, framework,
principles, and guidelines for the development of the Czech Village and
NewBo areas in Cedar Rapids, IA. It is important to note that the
physical design of buildings, open spaces, and mobility corridors
have not been determined. Rather, these designs are conceptual in
nature, depicting possible improvements that will fulfill the vision, follow the
framework initiatives, and create the desired identity for the Planning Area.
Changes in priorities, budgets, programming, and/or physical constraints
will almost certainly occur over time. However, this plan will provide a
foundation and cohesive approach to future development initiatives.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Downtown Cedar Rapids and the surrounding neighborhoods
are currently in a transition period, experiencing growth in
commercial, office, and residential development across its
unique districts. Both public and private investments in recent
years have spurred redevelopment throughout the city’s urban
core. The growth is poised to continue into the future, generating
the need for an implementable guide for the redevelopment.
Perhaps no area provides the existing infrastructure, civic and
cultural amenities, available property, and development potential
of the areas south of downtown. Spanning both sides of the
Cedar River, this growth region is comprised of the Czech
Village and NewBo subareas along with area surrounding the
former Sinclair meatpacking plant, an area termed the NewBo
Expansion area within this document. This Area Action Plan
(AAP) provides the roadmap that could guide the redevelopment
of these subareas into active, mixed-use neighborhoods with the
high quality of life attractive to both residents and visitors alike.
The Redevelopment Master Plan for the area, developed based
on an in-depth analysis and visioning process, focused on four
key initiatives:
• Connecting each of the three subareas, both physically and
visually, to the river in order to unite the neighborhoods
around the riverfront context.
• Creating a destination public open space in Czech Village
that could serve as a regional draw and community center
for the west side of the river.
• Providing the framework for a mixed-use development center
within the NewBo Expansion area.
• Promoting strategic infill projects, with unique land uses
currently missing, within NewBo that will be catalysts for
future redevelopment.
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• Neighborhood Character & Placemaking – the aesthetics
framework of the area, including the architecture and
signage/wayfinding features, as well as the system of
public open spaces and green amenity areas
• Connectivity – the proposed street network and
the system of bike and pedestrian facilities, with
reconstructed complete streets segments and key trail
corridors identified
• Infill Development – the neighborhood-specific
development pattern that proposes a wide range of land
uses and building typologies
The AAP concludes with a series of Goals and Action Steps
assigned to each Plan Element category and applicable to
each subarea. This, then, creates the step-by-step guide
toward realization of the growth and quality-of-life potential
for the Planning Area.

This map represents a vision of how public and
private property could redevelop. New development
shown on private property is contingent on the
decisions of those property owners.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

These initiatives shaped the physical plan. The AAP has
then grouped the various proposed development sites, public
space improvements, and mobility network enhancements
that make up the plan into the following three Plan Element
categories:

PROJECT
BACKGROUND
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NEWBO

On the west side of the river, the Czech Village neighborhood has
developed around the 16th Avenue commercial corridor. Major
streets leading into and out of the neighborhood pass through
this central “main street.” South of the corridor lies a large area
of vacant parcels resulting from the 2008 flood that wiped out a
significant chunk of the neighborhood’s homes.

North of 16th Avenue lies NewBo, an area that has experienced
a renaissance as an active mixed-use urban neighborhood. Old
industrial structures have been re-purposed for new commercial
and residential uses. The neighborhood has a strong arts influence
and is centered around the NewBo City Market and park space.
Development throughout the area, though, is a bit disjointed, as
empty parcels and vacant storefronts illustrate how underutilized
many of the properties are currently.
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V I LL AG E
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On the east side of the river, south of 16th Avenue, is the area
termed the NewBo expansion area. This district was the former site
of the Sinclair meatpacking plant. Today, a large portion of the area
is taken up by a recently-constructed detention basin that is part
of the flood control system improvement project that is reshaping
the city’s riverfront. In addition, a few structures remain following
the damage caused by the 2008 flood, including small businesses
around the 16th Avenue and 3rd Street intersection and the large
Stone Building on the east side of the vacated rail line right-of-way.

NEWBO
E X PA N S I O N
AREA

W

Lying just south of downtown Cedar Rapids, the Planning Area
for this Action Plan is made up of three subareas: Czech Village,
NewBo, and the NewBo Expansion area. Each of these subareas
have developed over time with distinctive patterns and design
characteristics. Each presents unique opportunities and challenges
toward redevelopment that will be addressed by this AAP. Despite
their differences, the three subareas do share a common context
– all sit in close proximity to downtown Cedar Rapids, lie along
the Cedar River, and abut older residential neighborhoods. These
factors have influenced the underlying character of each subarea,
uniting them in terms of their development potential in the present
day as well as into the future.
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THE PLANNING AREA

DIRECTIONAL REFERENCE
WITHIN THE A AP

N

Throughout this document, directional
references will be made in correlation
to the above diagram. The angled (i.e.
non-true North-South, East-West) street
grid within the Planning Area created
the need to simplify how directions are
identified.
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FIELD INVENTORY
Following the project kick-off meeting in April 2019, the Team performed a day-long field
inventory tour of the Planning Area. The Team walked through each of the three subareas,
photo documenting existing conditions of area buildings, streets, major utility and infrastructure
features, open spaces, and signage/wayfinding components. The Team inventoried the
names of existing businesses and tenants within the Planning Area.
The graphic to the left shows the information collected during the Field Inventory laid out
on a map of the Planning Area. Existing businesses and residential complexes (as of April
2019) are noted on their respective properties. Existing parks and other public spaces are
also identified. General land use and property ownership details are provided. The map also
includes the proposed types, locations, and alignment of the improvements associated with
the flood control system project.
Vacant properties (again, as of April 2019) are also shown. In locations where vacancies are
concentrated or lie in close proximity to areas of importance, opportunity sites have been
identified. These sites are meant to represent areas that are primed for redevelopment based
on existing development. Besides locations related to existing vacancies, opportunity sites
are also located near public amenities, active developments, and under-utilized properties.
N

LEGEND:
PLANNING BOUNDARY

VACANT (PARCEL OR BLDG / SPACE)

PARCELS

OPPORTUNITY

CITY-OWNED VACANT PARCELS

LEVEE CENTERLINE

SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL

LEVEE EDGE

TOWNHOMES

PERMANENT WALL

MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL

STORM SEWER OUTFALLS

COMMERCIAL

COMBINATION WALL

MIXED-USE

REMOVABLE WALL

MAKER SPACE

RETAINING WALL

OFFICE

FLOOD-CONTROL GATES

CIVIC / MUSEUM / CHURCH
INDUSTRIAL / AUTO
STORAGE
UTILITY
PRIVATELY-OWNED PARKING LOT
CITY-OWNED PARKING LOT
PUBLIC PARK
PRIVATE OPEN SPACE
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PROJECT BACKGROUND

S I T E A N A LY S I S
Following the Field Inventory, the Team collected
digital map information regarding specific site
conditions and existing systems with the Planning
Area. The information was then combined and
studied as a series Analysis Maps. These maps, as
illustrated and described on the following pages, were
created with the intention of breaking the existing
conditions down into separate, yet overlapping layers.
These layers represent independent frameworks
that create both opportunities and constraints to
future redevelopment. When analyzed collectively,
the site layers provide the general road-map that
guided the master planning effort
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B U I LT FO R M

ZO N I N G

N

The Built Form diagram above illustrates the existing building/
structure footprints across the Planning Area. As can be seen, the
pattern is quite varied among the three subareas. In Czech Village,
consistent building lines front onto either side of the 16th Avenue
commercial corridor. To the south, though, the vast majority of
the former residential neighborhood that was wiped out by the
2008 flood still sits empty. In NewBo, large buildings, mainly
re-purposed warehouse and industrial structure are scattered
through the area, with a concentration surrounding the NewBo
City Market and green space. Only a few smaller structures
remain in the NewBo Expansion area. With the exception of the
Stone Building on 9th Street, most of these existing structures are
located along 16th Avenue between 2nd and 3rd Streets.
14

LEGEND:
PLANNING BOUNDARY
PARCELS
EXISTING STRUCTURE

N

As the map above shows, the majority of the developable
land within the Planning Area has a zoning designation
as an Urban Form District. Site redevelopment as well
as improvements within the street rights-of-way will be
guided by a Form-based Code. This code influences the
density of development allowable on specific sites. For
example, sites along 2nd Street and 8th Avenue allow
for new construction up to 10 stories. In Czech Village,
a large section of land is designated for Public Park
and Open Space, allowing for the creation of a regional
park amenity. Most of the parcels surrounding the green
space are zoned as Traditional Residential Single Unit,
which fits into the neighborhood context. In NewBo,
small pockets of Urban Neighborhood Tech Shop and
General Industrial also exist.

LEGEND:
PLANNING BOUNDARY
PARCELS
URBAN FORM

TRADITIONAL

U-NT: URBAN NEIGHBORHOOD TECH SHOP

T-ML: TRADITIONAL MIXED-USE LIMITED

U-VT: URBAN VILLAGE TECH SHOP

T-MC: TRADITIONAL MIXED-USE CENTER

U-VR: URBAN VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL

T-R1: TRADITIONAL RESIDENTIAL SINGLE UNIT

U-VG: URBAN VILLAGE GENERAL

T-RF: TRADITIONAL RESIDENTIAL FLEX

U-NG: URBAN NEIGHBORHOOD GENERAL
URBAN FORM: URBAN FORM DISTRICTS
U-DG: URBAN FORM DISTRICTS (UP TO 10 STORIES)

SUBURBAN
I-GI: GENERAL INDUSTRIAL

PUBLIC AND SPECIAL PURPOSE
P-PO: PUBLIC - PARKS AND OPEN SPACE
P-IN: PUBLIC INSTITUTIONAL
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TO P O G R A PH Y

FLO O D CO N T RO L

PROJECT BACKGROUND
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The topography across the Planning Area is generally flat. As
shown on the map above, the promontory of Mt. Trashmore is
the dominant topographical feature within the region and will
provide a focal feature that will capture views for all development
sites. Not shown on the map are the detention basins and levees
associated with the flood control system improvement project.
Both of these features have or have altered the elevational
composition of sites along the riverfront. The depressed basins
provide large expanses of land that can serve as amenity areas
for development. The levees will block views and access to the
Cedar River, also helping to define development sites along its
border.

LEGEND:
PLANNING BOUNDARY
PARCELS
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In the aftermath of the historic 2008 flood, the City of Cedar
Rapids has undertaken a major improvements project of their
riverfront flood control system. As the image above shows,
the improvements span the entire sections of riverfront that
run through the Planning Area. The specific design features
are varied, with earthen levees, flood walls, and flood gates
utilized in various locations. The wider-footprint levees are
more impactful on size available for adjacent development,
while the flood walls have a greater effect on the visual
character of a particular site.

LEGEND:
PLANNING BOUNDARY
PARCELS
LEVEE CENTERLINE
LEVEE EDGE
PERMANENT WALL
STORM SEWER OUTFALLS
COMBINATION WALL
REMOVABLE WALL
RETAINING WALL
FLOOD-CONTROL GATES
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MOBILIT Y

U T I L I T I ES

N

The Planning Area is serviced by a fairly pronounced street
network. Regional access is provided by I-380 just to the west.
Three major arterials, 12th Avenue, C Street, and 3rd Street,
run through the area. 16th Avenue is a designated collector
street that spans the river and ties together the local street
networks on both sides. Segments of the regional rail system
pass through the Planning Area along the riverfront, with future
segments planned along 4th Street and the vacated railroad
R.O.W. through the NewBo Expansion area.

LEGEND:
PLANNING BOUNDARY
PARCELS
BUS TRANSIT LINES
FREEWAY
MAJOR ARTERIAL
COLLECTOR
LOCAL
RAMP
EXISTING TRAILS
PLANNED TRAILS
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Each of the three subareas within the Planning Area are
serviced by strong utility networks. Water and sanitary
sewer lines provide good coverage and are assumed to
generally be adequate for redevelopment. The existing
storm sewer system also provides good coverage, but will
be significantly changed as part of the flood control system
improvements project. High-voltage electric lines run from
a large substation on the riverfront, up 9th Street toward
Sinclair Park and St. Wenceslaus, along the east side of the
Planning Area.

LEGEND:
PLANNING BOUNDARY
PARCELS
SANITARY SEWER
STORM SEWER
STORM SEWER OUTFALLS
WATER LINES
HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTRICAL LINES
ELECTRIC UTILITY PLOT
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PROJECT BACKGROUND

D ATA A N A LY S I S / C O N T E X T A S S E S S M E N T W O R K S H O P
OV E RV I E W
A half-day Data Analysis-Context Assessment Workshop was held on May 8, 2019, at City Hall in
downtown Cedar Rapids. This Workshop was attended by key City Staff representing a number of
City Departments. Major topics of discussion included an overview of the planning process; existing,
planned, and potential developments within the Planning Area; public realm conditions (streets, rightsof-way, open space); utility and infrastructure needs; and a discussion of local, regional, and national
precedents. Workshop discussion led to an enhanced understanding of the Planning Area, provided
future design direction, and established the overall expectations for the project from across the various
City departments involved.
E X I S T I N G , P L A N N E D, A N D
P O T E N T I A L D E V E LO P M E N T
• Observation: Within the Planning Area, there is
a large amount of city-owned parcels that are
open for redevelopment.
• What role will the Sinclair Site Plan from last fall
play in the AAP effort?
• The Sinclair Master Plan was a separate,
EPA-driven effort. The master plan
options developed for that project will
be referenced for the scale and type of
redevelopment feasible throughout the
Planning Area.
• Modifications to that plan can be expected.
• 8th Avenue bridge
• Currently the project is in design
• Construction is scheduled to begin in 2023
and last 2-3 years
• “Dead Zones”
• Noticeable gaps in development between
downtown and NewBo
• On either side of 3rd Street
• Between 8th and 12th Avenues
• Development on City-owned Parking Lots
• On west side of 2nd Avenue (ex: Lot 44)
• Lots are typically only used during large
events
• Large portion of the existing lots will be
dedicated to new levee
• Riverside trail to remain; new trail on top of
levee also
• Buffer district from adjacent landholders /
neighborhoods
• Match development along district edges
• Especially Cargill on east side

P U B L I C R E A L M C O N D I T I O N S:
S T R E E T S, R I G H T S - O F- WAY, A N D
P U B L I C S PAC E
• West side (Czech Village) one-way pairs
problems
• Streetscape Standards
• City has a tool to apply standards city-wide
• The tool is yet to be finalized
• City zoning also has language that applies to
public realm design standards
• 3rd Street Streetscape
• There is an established precedent within
the district
• But the design can/should be updated
• Redevelopment Plan will identify A, B, and C
Streets to help guide development
• C streets will most likely be represented by
alleys
• Street Lighting Standards
• City follows IES guidelines
• All poles and fixtures will be owned by
Alliant Energy
• NewBo District
• The new poles and fixtures found
at the 16th Ave roundabout are
representative of the new city standard
• Czech Village:
• District has older standard (installed in
2006?)
• Planning Area Gateways
• Probably located on 16th Ave on both
sides of bridge
• Could these elements be incorporated
into the FCS gates?
• Also one to be located on 3rd Street near
8th Avenue
• Archways was a possibility mentioned by
City Council member

• All gateways should tie into wider
streetscape standards
• Art Walk
• AAP should explore / designate possible
areas to public art installations
• Visual Arts Commission can help
coordinate/direct design
• These features could then be connected
as part of a delineated public route
• Past project for reference: Fairy Tale Walk
• Shared Space Streets
• Potential street sections: 3rd Street
between 11th and 12th Avenues
• 16th Avenue in Czech Village
• Consultant team to provide precedent
images during visioning and/or design
workshops
• Narrow lanes (11-ft-wide, narrower?) would be
acceptable to the City
• Planned Street Projects
• City to provide full list to the consultant
team prior to design workshop
• Railroad Quiet Zones
• Two railroads cross through the Planning
Area
• City has targeted quiet zone designation
as a necessary step toward redevelopment
of the area
• Designation requires a minimum 1/2-mile
of contiguous track not crossed by public
street
• Estimated cost of conversion: $1-1.5 million
per track
• Greenway Park Plan
• AAP effort can adjust proposed greenway
plan, changing the shape/size of the park
and moving features around
• AAP should not duplicate programmatic
elements to be located at other riverfront
parks (ex: Time Check Park)

UTILITIES & INFR ASTRUCTURE
• Snow Dump Area

LO CA L / R E G I O N A L / N AT I O N A L
PRECEDENTS
• Power & Light District (Kansas City, MO)

• Located near the detention basins
• Heavily-used, should remain in
redevelopment plan
• It would be okay to propose summer uses
on paved features
• Must keep access open to City clean out facility
nearby

• East Village (Des Moines, IA)

• Permeable Paving

• Downtown Oklahoma City, OK

• City does not like the ongoing maintenance
required with pavers
• Stormwater Planters

• River Market (Kansas City, MO)

• City does have some BMP standards to
follow
• Maintenance should be an important
consideration during design
• Tree wells/pits for urban street trees
• City exploring expansion, new
guidelines
• Silva cells
• Levee Access Easement

• Downtown St. Charles, MO
• Uptown (Normal, IL)
• Downtown Boise, ID
• Urban roundabout example – Montgomery, AL

• Larimer Square (Denver, CO)
• 16th Street Pedestrian Mall (Denver, CO)
• Haymarket (Lincoln, NE)
• Mill Work (Dubuque, IA)
• Cannery (Sun Valley, WI)

• 20’ from toe of levee (City to confirm)
• No permanent structures or impediments
(i.e. trees, light poles, etc.)
• Sanitary Sewer
• Good capacity throughout Planning Area
• Storm Sewers
• Some lines will be re-routed to coincide
with FCS work
• City Water System
• Good main line coverage
• Future development should plan
appropriately for easy/efficient connections
to mains (problems have arisen with recent
infill projects)
19

VISIONING

OVERVIEW
A key element of the planning process was the
establishment of a consensus-driven vision for the
Planning Area. The Visioning process was comprised
of two key components: Specific Interviews with key
stakeholders and a Visioning Workshop. The vision,
when combined with the Site Analysis findings, helped
form the principles necessary to guide the later design
effort. A thorough process for soliciting community input
was undertaken and is highlighted on the following pages.
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Twenty-two individuals were selected and took part in a series of group
interviews held on June 4th & 5th, 2019. The specific interviews were
based on a standard list of questions and were meant to elicit feedback on
the opportunities and challenges impacting future development within the
Planning Area. Interviewees represented a variety of stakeholder groups,
including major property owners, local business owners, developers,
designers, and community organization leaders.
The following tabulation describes the results of five respondents to a
survey passed out following the specific interviews. The respondents
were asked to rank each of the elements below on a scale of 1 (least
important) to 5 (most important) in regard to their importance to the growth
and development of the Czech Village and NewBo Areas in Cedar Rapids,
Iowa.
The questions listed to the right were also posed to the stakeholder
respondents in the survey. For each question, common themes or points
of emphasis are established. Also included with the general responses are
the total number of individuals (in bold) who mentioned each.

MOST IMPORTANT

LEAST IMPORTANT

AVG.
Avg SCORE
Score

MASTER
ELEMENTS
Master PLAN
Plan Elements

5.0
5.0
4.8
4.8
4.7
4.6
4.6
4.6
4.6
4.6
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.2
4.0
3.6
3.6
3.4
3.4
3.0

ENTERTAINMENT USES (“THINGS TO DO”)
HISTORIC BUILDINGS
TRAFFIC CALMING
WAYFINDING / SIGNAGE
SHARED AESTHETIC BETWEEN CV AND NB
MIX OF USES
COMMERCIAL / RETAIL USES
VEHICLE / PEDESTRIAN SAFETY
STREETSCAPE DESIGN
CENTRAL GATHERING SPACE
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT / TYPOLOGIES
TRAILS AND AMENITIES
PARKS AND OPEN SPACE
DISTRICT GATEWAYS
CONNECTION TO THE RIVER
LANDSCAPING
BUFFER FROM MARGINAL LAND USES
RAILROAD IMPACTS (EX: QUIET ZONES)
CONNECTIONS WITH DOWNTOWN
ACCESS TO ADJACENT NEIGHBORHOODS
AVAILABILITY OF PARKING

WHAT IS YOUR LONG-RANGE VISION FOR THE PHYSICAL
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CVNB PLANNING AREA?
•

•
•
•
•
•

Area for people of any age, ethnic and cultural group, and socioeconomic status (2)
Buildings – Unique but coordinate with history & charm (2)
Sidewalks / Pedestrian friendly (1)
Community seating (1)
Streetlights (1)
To assist in achieving what it is already becoming (1)

WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT ISSUES
THAT THE PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE CVNB PLANNING
AREA WILL FACE DURING THE NEXT FIVE YEARS?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintaining the unique historic character and charm (4)
Avoiding “big box” stores / Unique architecture (2)
Building development / Balance of uses (2)
Pedestrian traffic / Bike traffic (2)
Housing choices of all types – sizes / prices (2)
Multi-use building in Czech Village (1)
Flood protection (1)				
Gentrification (1)
Celebrating a variety of art forms (1)

WHAT ARE YOUR FAVORITE THINGS ABOUT THE CVNB
PLANNING AREA?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opportunity for greatness (2)
The rich ethnic and industrial history (1)
Outdoor seating (1)
Free events (1)
Pedestrians (1)
Small town feel of Czech Village (1)

WHAT ARE YOUR LEAST FAVORITE THINGS ABOUT THE CVNB
PLANNING AREA?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Empty retail (2)
Too many bars / restaurants (2)
Absence of grocery (1)
Fast traffic (1)
Parking lots (1)
Lack of wayfinding (1)
Retail hours (1)
Not enough housing (1)

WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE ARE THE GREATEST ASSETS OR
STRENGTHS OF THE CVNB PLANNING AREA (I.E. LOCATION,
OPEN SPACE, ETC.)?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cultural & industrial history (3)
Near trails / Walkability and access (3)
Czech heritage / Cultural amenities (2)
Anchor building assets (2)
Near river (2)
Committed citizens / Diverse thoughts (2)
Affordable housing mix. (1)
Historic architecture (1)
Small business / No corporations (1)
Welcoming (1)
Unique restaurant offerings (1)
Availability for areas to expand (1)
The river separating Czech Village and NewBo (1)

VISIONING

SPECIFIC INTERVIEWS
WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE ARE THE GREATEST
LIABILITIES OR WEAKNESSES OF THE CVNB
PLANNING AREA (I.E. LAYOUT OF FACILITIES,
TOPOGRAPHY, ETC.)?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cultural & district identity (2)
High leasing costs / Retail variety (2)
Challenge of hiding river behind flood protection (1)
Flood worries (1)
Traffic speeds (1)
Large development (1)
Housing costs / Missing middle (1)
Lack of wayfinding (1)
Strong contact between city and district (1)
Lack of loop or public transit (1)
Lack of indoor gathering space in Czech Village (1)
The river separating Czech Village and NewBo (1)

WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE SHOULD BE THE MOST
IMPORTANT PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT GOALS FOR
THE CVNB PLANNING AREA DURING THE NEXT TEN
YEARS?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete flood protection (2)
A market / community building (2)
Revive the Roundhouse (2)
Development plans for Sinclair site (1)
Complete the Smokestack Bridge (1)
Complete the trail across 8th Ave. to Smokestack Bridge (1)
Well-designed / small architecture (1)
Wayfinding (1)
Art (public, interactive, purposeful) (1)
Recreational opportunities (1)
Housing surrounding park south of Czech Village (1)
Greenspace (1)

WHAT THREE SPECIFIC ACTIONS OR PROJECTS
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE ACCOMPLISHED ON THE
CVNB PLANNING AREA?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thoughtful architecture / Design guidelines for Infill (3)
Placemaking / Welcoming / Beautification (3)
Wayfinding / Historic signage (2)
Greenspace (2)
A huge adult / child “playground” (1)
Use the area south of 16th Ave. for recreation (1)
More housing / Pricing options (1)
Art Festival / Night market (1)
Community garden (1)
Relocate historic buildings / No more demolition (1)
Roundhouse Revival (1)
Trolley (1)
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VISIONING

V I S I O N I N G W O R K S H O P | S WO C A N A LYS I S
A Visioning Workshop was held on the evening of June
5th, 2019, at the National Czech & Slovak Museum &
Library. All members of the public were invited to attend.
The workshop began with a presentation summarizing
the master planning process to-date. Attendees then
participated in a SWOC (Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, Challenges) Analysis and performed a
Geographic Mapping Exercise for the Planning Area.
Participants were also allowed to fill out and submit
comment cards to record any further information they
would like to be reviewed by the Team.

SWOC ANALYSIS
The SWOC Analysis allowed participants to identify and
vote on their top priorities in each category. The participants
were split into groups and allowed to brainstorm. The Team
then led a round-robin style exercise where the individual
groups called out their ideas, with each item recorded on
flip pad sheets. The sheets were posted up on the wall,
and participants allowed to place dots on their top three
priorities. The items listed on the following page represent
the priorities identified, with the numbers provided next to
each signifying the number of votes received.
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V I S I O N I N G W O R K S H O P | S WO C S U M M A RY
strengths

weaknesses

opportunities

challenges

Historic Buildings		
			
13
Walkable						12
Arts and Cultural Reputation			
11
Lots of Land for Infill/Expansion			
9
Existing Natural Elements 				
8
Anchor Assets 					6
Czech Heritage 					6
Two Museums 					5
Mt. Trashmore					5
Local Businesses 					4
Artists Community 					4
Free Parking						3
Committed & Open Community			
2
NewBo City Market 				
2
Lots of History					2
Access to Trails		
			
2
Tech Business 					2
Strong Positive Neighborhood Identity 		
1
Build on Existing Architecture			
1
International Attraction 				
1
Flood Protection 					1
Ethnically Diverse 					1

Lack of Shuttle / Transit Service			
12
Lack of Cultural Curation 				
7
Scale / Context of New Development 		
7
Inaccessibility of Riverfront			
5
Housing Cost within District 			
5
Lack of “Missing Middle” Housing		
5
Artist Space + High Rent				
5
Insufficient Indoor Performance Venues 		
4
Missing Amenities (grocery, pharmacy, etc.) 4
Missing Teeth / Empty Lots			
4
Need for Over-Night Lodging in the Area
3
Inconsistent Business Hour			
3
Lack of Single-family Homes 			
3
Lack of West side Trail Link			
3
Disconnect between Czech Village & NewBo 3
No Gateways 					3
Dangerous to Cross Lion Bridge			
3
High Retail Rent for New Construction 		
2
Lack of Sculptures & Public Art			
2
Gentrification					2
Parking Perception / Awareness 		
2
Flood Issues 						2
Lack of Variety in New Development		
2
Gap between NewBo and Downtown
1
Architectural Inconsistencies			
1
Winter Impacts on Activity 			
1
Lack of Family-Oriented Activities 		
1
1
Uninviting Intersection at 16 th and 2 nd
No Inter-District Transportation			
1
th
Stagnation South of 16 				1

Trolley Loop						15
Access to the River 					
14
City-Owned Property Open for Development 8
Well-Designed Architecture			
8
West Side Green Space				
5
Go Green						4
Statement Architecture				4
Market Connection to Famous Artists		
4
Urban Camping / Tents				
4
Branding the District 				
3
Smokestack Bridge					3
Embellishing Lion Bridge (16 th Avenue)		
3
Urban RV Park					3
Dog Park						2
Enhance Access & Activity to Mt. Trashmore 2
Close 16th Ave Bridge to Vehicular Traffic
2
Revive the Roundhouse				
2
Interactive Public Art (Functional) 		
2
Placemaking / Amenities to Draw People
2
Hotel with Water Park / Amusement Park
2
Gargoyle Competition				2
Free (Accessible) Community Events		
2
Highlight Authentic & Local Character 		
2
Enhance Bridge Overlooks				
1
Increase Ped Activity Through Czech Village 1
Unique / Traditional / Performance Art		
1
Ramp Access to River 				
1
Turn Negatives Into Assets / Rail Cars 		
1
Rooftop Deck Overlooking River			
1
Expanded Business Hours 				
1
Better Utilize Czech School			
1

Finding Developers Willing to Go Small		
16
Lack of Funding					15
Rent & Housing Costs 				
12
Limited Hours & Days for Retailers 		
10
People Opposed to Change			
7
General Signage (Wayfinding)			
7
Legion Arts Succession Planning 			
7
Architecture						4
Restrictions on City-Owned Land 		 4
Keep Parking Free & Available for Visitors
4
Demolished properties / Infill Development
3
Uncertainty of Flood Protection Time-line
2
Balance between Retail & Restaurants
2
Property Owners Sitting on Land 			
2
Relationship / Partnership of Neighborhoods 1
Perception of Parking
			
1
Non-Responsive Landlords 			
1
Vacant Land		 				1
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VISIONING

V I S I O N I N G W O R K S H O P | G E O G R A P H I C M A P P I N G E X E RC I S E
G EO G R A PH I C M A PPI N G E X E RC I S E
The Geographic Mapping Exercises allowed groups of participants to design their “dream” for
the area. Participants split into groups and drew all of their ideas and designs on an aerial of
the Planning Area. The thought that “no idea was too big or too unusual for discussion” was
emphasized to the teams. Every participant was given the chance to share their opinions. The
groups then presented their ideas to the rest of the participants and the Team, who recorded
the major ideas of each plan.

TA B L E #1

TA B L E #5

TA B L E #3
FOCUS: Lake and “Mt. Trashmore”
Hollywood sign

F O C U S: Improved ac c es s and
Awareness

• Raising water level of slue becomes a
lake

• Retain historic buildings - no demolition

• Housing overlooks new water feature

• Dog park on the west side of the levee

• Connect all trails

• Traffic calming implemented to improve
safety crossing 3rd street

• Rebuild the Roundhouse

• Bridge improvements
• Tall monuments on bridge

• Urban camping / RV park
• Gateway at 3rd street and 8th avenue

• Walk on half the bridge, drive on the
other half

• Hollywood sign saying “Mt. Trashmore”
as icon

FO C U S: Unique Elements
Highlighting Character of the area
• Trolley Loop
• Building across railroad tracks
• Small housing along perimeter
• Lot 44 converted to mostly greenspace
• Roundhouse renovation
• Destination playground
• RV / Tiny Houses area

• Single-family homes

• Art village in Sinclair site

• Access to river

• Stone building - historic asset

• Improve access to Mt. Trashmore

TA B L E #2

TA B L E # 4
FOCUS: Housing / Public Amenities
• Cantilevered Trail - West Loop to the
Czech Village
• Czech Village Themed Flood Walls
• Playground
• Boutique Hotel
• Statues and lighting on the bridge
• Lot 44 - housing / public rooftops / public
parking

FOCUS: Destination Area
• South west side becomes amusement park
• North side (Sinclair site) becomes indoor /
outdoor water-park
• Open space on wet sides of levees
• Kayaking and water access with trails
• Water taxis
• Destination area

• Year round Roundhouse
• Townhomes around greenspace
• Lighting beacons on 3rd Street Vista
• Housing around Sinclair Site
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The centerpiece of the AAP process was a threeday Design Workshop held in Cedar Rapids from July
17-19, 2019. The findings from the earlier analysis and
visioning efforts informed the Team’s work. The Workshop
was staffed by design professionals from a variety of
backgrounds and specialties, including urban planning and
design, landscape architecture, transportation planning,
and site/civil engineering. Team members participated in
intense collaborative design sessions that not only looked
at the redevelopment potential of the Planning Area as
a whole, but also in detail at the three distinct subareas
within: Czech Village, NewBo, and the NewBo Expansion
area. Plan concepts focused on uniting the three subareas
with a strong mobility framework while maintaining and
celebrating each of their unique aesthetics and histories.
The concepts strove to respect the existing markets and
embrace the existing culture while also proposing creative
new amenities that could draw people to the area.

REDEVELOPMENT MASTER PLAN

DESIGN WORKSHOP
plans through a dot exercise. The feedback received
informed the revisions and refinements made by the team
the following day. The Day One presentation included an
overview of the master plan process to-date, including the
analysis phases and the Visioning Workshop.
By the end of the final day, the team had developed a single
comprehensive master plan concept that incorporated
the feedback received. Specific areas of the plan had
advanced significantly, with additional drawings produced,
and a general consensus on the key initiative elements
and developmental framework to be included in the AAP
had been achieved.

Each day of the Workshop ended with a public pin-up
presentation during which members of the design team
presented conceptual drawings developed over the
course of the day. These presentations were attended
by City staff, key stakeholders, community leaders,
business owners, and interested residents. The sessions
were iterative in nature, as participants were given the
opportunity to provide comments on the concepts as well
as to vote on their preferred design features on the various
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D E S I G N W O R K S H O P | DAY O N E
Day One of the Workshop began with the team developing four
high-level concepts for the Planning Area. Individual designers
focused on the overall development framework around which
their plans evolved. The concepts emphasized opportunities for
strategic infill sites, locations and sizes of public open spaces, and
layouts for new streets, bikeways, and pedestrian areas. The four
concept plans did not address specific design details, but rather
enlisted a macro-level approach to how the area could redevelop
in a unified manner.
In Czech Village, each concept proposed a general size and
layout for the greenway park, a large public open space originally
proposed in the City’s 2014 Greenway Parks Concept Plan, which
would sit between an existing residential neighborhood and the
Cedar River south of the 16th Avenue commercial corridor. The
park would have a direct connection to the commercial area and
create infill development sites that front onto it.
In the NewBo Expansion area, the Team looked for refinements
to be made to the recent master plan completed for the area in
2018. That plan proposed a pedestrian-friendly, mixed-use district
developed around the large existing stormwater detention basin
as an outdoor amenity area. The team created new development
patterns and street grids that still incorporate the majority of past
plan’s mobility and open space elements.
In NewBo, the Team focused on identifying locations for
development sites within the already re-establishing district. Of
particular importance were the City-owned surface parking lots
lying on the west side of 2nd Street. These blocks provided the
best opportunity for large-scale, dense redevelopment within the
entire Planning Area. Smaller-scale retail and residential infill uses
were utilized elsewhere where available land was at a premium.
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REDEVELOPMENT MASTER PLAN

DAY O N E CO N CE P T S

N

N

N

N
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D E S I G N W O R K S H O P | DAY T WO
During Day Two, the Team studied the three subareas separately and in greater detail.
Individual designers developed multiple concepts for each subarea. The comments
and preferred elements identified at the previous evening’s pin-up presentation were
incorporated into the plans. At midday, the team met as a group to discuss the best
elements to propose within combined plans to be presented to the public that evening.
For Czech Village, two plan options were developed. The plans differed primarily in the
alignment of frontage streets around the proposed greenway park and the density of
development shown in the blocks surrounding the open space. Option A located the
park frontage street on its west side between the open space and a block of dense,
“missing middle” and townhome residences. Option B showed a levee-front street
and less dense residential uses, like single-family detached homes and townhomes.
The concepts also proposed two site options for a boutique hotel. Both, however,
emphasized a strong visual and physical connection to the 16th Avenue commercial
corridor via a pedestrian promenade that would span the expanded district parking
lot. Both also placed the reclaimed Roundhouse at a highly-visible, important location.
The NewBo Expansion area plan showed a more detailed, refined development
structure. Specific use types were illustrated, with the mixed-use core surrounding the
large plaza space represented with office and multi-family buildings that incorporate
ground-level retail. A district parking structure was located near the district’s center to
provide a shared parking opportunity. Small cottage homes were shown north of the old
railroad right-of-way along with a re-use of the large stone building. Key connections
to the existing trail system were also identified.
In NewBo, the advanced plan showed the infill redevelopment in more detail. Based on
feedback from the previous evening, retail uses were limited to only a small, select few
locations where a critical mass of commercial activity could be reached. The infill sites
were concentrated along 10th, 11th, and 13th Avenues, strategic east-west corridors
that could provide opportunities to better connect the district to the riverfront. Also
incorporated into the plan was an urban, shared-space intersection at 3rd Street and
16th Avenue as well as a site for a bodega or small-scale grocery store.
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DAY T W O CO N CE P T S

REDEVELOPMENT MASTER PLAN

N
C Z EC H V I L L AG E | O P T I O N A

N
C Z EC H V I L L AG E | O P T I O N B

N
N E W B O E X PA N S I O N A R E A

N
NEWBO INFILL
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D E S I G N W O R K S H O P | DAY T H R E E
The third and final day of the Design Workshop saw the Team
develop a single, overall redevelopment plan concept. The plan
showed the redevelopment patterns, building types, open space
locations, and mobility improvements preferred by participants.
The plan graphic illustrates how the implementation of key public
open spaces and amenities can serve as focal points around
which scalable, context-sensitive development can occur.

N

N

C Z EC H V I L L AG E C O N N EC T I V I T Y

N E W B O & C Z EC H V I L L AG E AC T I V I T Y S P I N E

The Team produced additional supporting graphics as part
of the final day’s effort. Five vignette diagrams illustrated the
following underlying design principles associated with the plan:
Community Space & Rover Access, District Activity Spine,
Czech Village Connectivity, and Density Distribution. Two sets of
illustrative sections were developed to show important mobility
enhancements proposed within existing street corridors. Both
the 16th Avenue Bridge and the segment of 12th Avenue east
of 3rd Street were drafted in existing and proposed conditions.
The proposed improvements sought to enhance the bike and
pedestrian environments within each segment’s appropriated
right-of-way.
Lastly, a birds-eye perspective rendering was created to show
a diagrammatic view of infill redevelopment along the 11th
Avenue corridor in NewBo. The figure was representative
of the scale of development being proposed throughout the
Planning Area while also showing some of the overall plan’s
primary design tenets, like physical and visual connection to the
river, development fronting onto green space, and axial views
terminated by focal features, like public art.

N

DENSIT Y DISTRIBUTION

36

N

C O M M U N I T Y S PAC E & R I V E R AC C E S S

All Day Three drawings were presented during the final pin-up
presentation. Feedback received was positive, giving the design
team clear and approved direction forward into plan refinement.
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DAY T H R E E FI N A L CO N CE P T

16T H AV E N U E B R I D G E

REDEVELOPMENT MASTER PLAN

E X I S T I N G S EC T I O N

E N H A N C E D S EC T I O N

12T H AV E N U E (E AS T O F 3R D S T R E E T )

E X I S T I N G S EC T I O N

E N H A N C E D S EC T I O N

R I V E R CO N N EC T I O N V I E W CO R R I D O R
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This map represents a vision of how public and
private property could redevelop. New development
shown on private property is contingent on the
decisions of those property owners.
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The graphic to the left represents the final Redevelopment Master Plan (Master Plan).
The Master Plan reflects a full build-out of proposed developments within Czech
Village, NewBo, and the NewBo Expansion subareas. Upon realization, the Master
Plan will create the pedestrian- and bike-friendly, urban mixed-use environment ideal
for attracting visitors and residents alike into the future. The Master Plan would, though,
be grounded in the subareas’ rich, nuanced histories and focused on preserving and
celebrating the unique cultures of the region.
In Czech Village, the greenway park becomes the public activity area for not only the
16th Avenue commercial corridor, but also to the adjacent west side neighborhoods.
The park provides space for amenities, like a destination playground, a large event
lawn, and the relocated historic Roundhouse. The Roundhouse serves as the focal
terminus to the pedestrian promenade that connects the park to the 16th Avenue
corridor. Around the greenway park, a mix of residential housing typologies, along with
a site for a potential boutique hotel, front onto the green space, providing residents
views of the riverfront.

REDEVELOPMENT MASTER PLAN

THE PLAN

In NewBo, the east-west corridors of 10th and 11th Avenues serve as important
circulation spines. The Community Art and Market Trails provide important bike and
pedestrian connections from the district to the riverfront, with a plaza space around the
old Czech School/Deli at 10th and a river overlook at 11th providing focal termini to the
routes. Infill development is concentrated along these corridors, with primarily “missing
middle” housing and townhome units proposed. Other potential uses proposed within
the subarea include a bodega and boutique hotel on its south end and apartment
buildings that could line the west side of 2nd Street, providing a consistent and active
frontage for the corridor.
The Master Plan shares a vision of how the area could redevelop over time to achieve
the goals identified within this AAP. Development shown on private property within the
Master Plan is contingent on decisions of the property owner.

Sinclair Plaza is the public open space at the center of the NewBo Expansion area.
The urban space could be lined with ground-level retailers and restaurants with activity
spilling out into the shared-space environment. These active street-level uses could be
housed in multi-story mixed-use buildings surrounding the plaza. The outer reaches of
the district house smaller-scale residential uses, with the exception of the re-purposed
stone building just north of the realigned 4th Street regional trail.
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K E Y I N I T I AT I V E S | OV E R A L L
CO N N EC T TO R I V E R
Bisecting the Planning Area and providing unique
recreational and viewing opportunities within the region,
it is essential for the Master Plan to connect to the river,
both physically and intrinsically. The planned flood control
system improvements will, to a degree, wall off the river
from the adjacent districts. Community feedback came in
loud and clear that despite this, the Master Plan needs to
find creative ways to linking the neighborhood to the river
and its greenway besides the small watercraft put-in area
planned on the west side of 21st Avenue.
The diversity among the three subareas (Czech Village,
NewBo Expansion, NewBo) means that each area had to
accomplish connection in unique ways. Trail extensions/
connections and bikeway improvements through the
NewBo Expansion are fundamental. Dedicated pedestrian
corridors, like the Community Art and Market Trails in
NewBo, help to pull people to and on top of the levees.
Both NewBo and the NewBo expansion area propose
multi-story buildings that afford views of the river as well
as to riverfront landmarks, like Mt. Trashmore and the
future Smokestack Bridge. The greenway park in Czech
Village serves as a conduit through which the riverfront is
essentially pulled into the subarea. Here, the line between
what is natural and what is man-made can be blurred.

N
LEGEND:
RIVER / GREENWAY CONNECT TO DISTRICT
FOCAL POINT
CORRIDORS TO RIVER
ACCESS TO RIVER
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This map represents a vision of how public and
private property could redevelop. New development
shown on private property is contingent on the
decisions of those property owners.
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K E Y I N I T I AT I V E S | C Z E C H V I L L AG E
WEST S I D E G R E E N S PACE
Czech Village and the adjacent neighborhoods west
of the river lack a large-scale open space to use. The
swath of land left vacant from the 2008 flood provides an
opportunity to give the area just that at the edge of the
reclaimed riverfront. The greenway park will provide a
number of both active and recreational amenities, most
prominently a large natural playground and the reclaimed
Roundhouse. It will be a regional destination that will
not only draw users, but development. New residential
development will provide the necessary “eyes and ears”
for an active public space to function while also provide
the neighborhood an avenue to attract back residents to
the neighborhood. The new residents will in turn drive up
the numbers of those visiting the commercial uses along
16th Avenue.
Connecting the greenway park to the 16th Avenue
commercial corridor is key. Physically linking the
Roundhouse to the corridor via the pedestrian promenade
will anchor the redevelopment into the area’s amazing past
and could provide the basis for a reinvigoration west of the
river.

N
LEGEND:
GREENSPACE / ACTIVITY HUB
COMMUNITY CONNECTION
CORRIDOR CONNECTION
DEVELOPMENT FOLLOWS OPEN SPACE
This map represents a vision of how public and
private property could redevelop. New development
shown on private property is contingent on the
decisions of those property owners.
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K E Y I N I T I AT I V E S | N E W B O E X PA N S I O N
M I X E D - U S E FR A M E W O R K
It will be important for the NewBo expansion to provide
its residents a mix of uses. Retail and commercial uses
will provide important services and entertainment outlets
for district residents. An anchor or multiple office tenants
would help activate the district on weekdays. The historic
stone building in the area can be retrofitted to an incubator
complex, makerspace, brewery, or other specialty use that
will provide a unique attraction to the district.
Providing a variety of residential typologies for residents to
choose from will also be important. A mix of apartments,
townhomes, and cottage homes proposed in the Master
Plan could open the door to the greatest number of
prospective residents.
Following suit with the development, re-establishment of
the street grid will allow for the mixed-use environment
to flourish. Walkable streets will allow for shared parking
solutions and the vertical mix of uses desired for the district.
Connections to regional trails and around the stormwater
basin amenity area will also be key to encouraging the
active lifestyle typical of mixed-use areas.

N
LEGEND:
MIXED-USE NODES
RESIDENTIAL TYPOLOGIES
URBAN STREET FRAMEWORK
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This map represents a vision of how public and
private property could redevelop. New development
shown on private property is contingent on the
decisions of those property owners.
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REDEVELOPMENT MASTER PLAN

K E Y I N I T I AT I V E S | N E W B O
ST R AT EG I C I N FI LL
With recent development having brought an influx
of residential and commercial uses to NewBo, widespreading redevelopment within the district is unnecessary.
Instead, the Redevelopment Plan proposes infill projects
strategically-located along important street corridors or
around open spaces and key intersections. Each of these
catalysts projects, whether through unique typologies (ex:
boutique hotel, bodega) or high density (City Lot 44 block
site), will serve to spur development on adjacent parcels.
Buildings will fit into existing block structures, helping to
fill in the “missing teeth” of the urban fabric. In a design
sense, the Plan’s axial view corridors and pedestrian trails
within NewBo will also spur development and activity as
movement through the district becomes easier and more
aesthetically pleasing.
The infill will be scaled appropriately and must follow
market trends to not only be strategic in size, but also
use. Despite recent redevelopment projects, there remain
opportunities for new ground-level businesses and upperlevel living units to move into NewBo. To best fulfill the
social and economic impact expected for the area, infill
projects must be concentrated where most beneficial to
the overall area.

N
LEGEND:
CATALYST PROJECTS
CONNECTIONS / GROWTH CORRIDORS

This map represents a vision of how public and
private property could redevelop. New development
shown on private property is contingent on the
decisions of those property owners.
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PLAN ELEMENTS

OVERVIEW
To guide the City toward implementation of the Master
Plan, this Area Action Plan breaks down its set of proposed
improvements into three general planning categories.
These categories, or Plan Elements, represent the
overarching principles that drove plan development and
will focus execution of its various enhancements in the
future.
The Plan Elements, which are detailed on the following
pages, are as follows:
NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTER &
PLACEMAKING
CONNECTIVITY
INFILL DEVELOPMENT
Each of these Plan Elements have been assigned multiple
Goals and associated Action Steps, listed and detailed
later in this document, that provide a road-map for
development to follow. These implementable objectives,
when organized by the Plan Elements, present a structured
approach to realizing the vision and success for the area.

N
This map represents
4 6 a vision of how public and
private property could redevelop. New development
shown on private property is contingent on the
decisions of those property owners.
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NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTER & PLACEMAKING
The first Plan Element, Neighborhood Character &
Placemaking, refers to the plan’s objective of creating
a unique, dynamic environment that will draw residents
and visitors alike to the area. Proposed projects are
meant to improve the quality of life of the area, providing
great amenities and accommodating for an active, social
lifestyle.
Redevelopment of the area must be context-sensitive
while still striving to create a unique, forward-thinking
sense of place. At the most basic level, this sense of place
is established through the use of visually-appealing design
elements. A well-detailed, interesting aesthetic framework
should be established for all new projects, primary
among them being new buildings and signage/wayfinding
features. This framework, while new and unique, should
reflect the history and general character of the existing
neighborhoods themselves. Designing new buildings that
fit in with existing architecture and pinpointing specific
locations for signage/wayfinding features and public art
will strengthen the neighborhood character and provide a
memorable experience for all users.
To create this memorable experience, the plan strives
to create a robust network of distinct places. Central
among these are the open space amenity areas proposed
throughout the area. The plan’s open space network is
comprised of outdoor spaces of varying size, program,
and intended user. The open spaces will “fit” into their
local contexts, incorporating aesthetic features and strong
connections to adjacent streets, sidewalks, and trail. These
public spaces will attract people for gatherings, activities,
and events, providing a forum for their social and cultural
interests.
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AESTHETIC FRAMEWORK
Czech Village, NewBo, and the NewBo Expansion
present three diverse, yet comparable environments from
an aesthetics standpoint. Each can be characterized
physically through existing buildings, streetscapes, and
open spaces. Design details and specific conditions vary
among structures, yet each of the three subareas are
historic in character. Scales and densities of buildings
differ, but all three subareas have developed from a
common block structure and urban context. With close
proximity to the Cedar River, each has developed with an
orientation toward the river and its greenway.
While preserving and enhancing the distinct characters
of each subarea is important, the AAP recommends the
creation of an Infill Development Style Guide. This Guide
will recommend the use of building materials, design
features, and wayfinding elements for the entire area. The
City of Cedar Rapids currently has tools applicable to the
area (Form-based Code, Streetscape Guide, Signage
Master Plan) that should be utilized in the concept’s
execution. The following pages, then, merely provide highlevel direction for the creation of the common aesthetic
framework to be supplemented by the City tools.
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ARCHITECTURE
When it comes to the architecture of new buildings or open
space features, design should respect the local context.
These structures should enhance the built environment
by preserving the unique character of the area yet also
advancing and refining some the details. The three
subareas represent three distinctive sets of opportunities
to improve upon the strong existing stock of buildings and
outdoor structures.
Czech Village is recognizable today by its Old World,
traditional aesthetic. The 16th Avenue commercial corridor
is lined with brick buildings with intricate details on their
facades. All infill buildings proposed should continue
the brick-based aesthetic, with incorporation of accent
elements of concrete, steel, and wood. Ground-level
commercial space should utilize large windows and open
doorways in their storefronts. Upper story windows and
wall accent details should be sized and oriented to match
those of existing buildings.
The 16th Avenue streetscape includes specialty pavers,
decorative light poles, and site furnishings representative
of a historic main street. The traditional aesthetic should
again be used both for the reconstructed 16th Avenue as
well each ceremonial new street. Within the greenway
park, the Roundhouse, serving as the focal structure within
the open space, will provide ample structural elements to
be replicated into other park facilities and site elements,
like furnishings, walls, and light fixtures.
In contrast, NewBo is characterized by the industrial,
yet contemporary aesthetics of most of its buildings. Old
warehouses and industrial structures have been retrofitted
to help convey the districts emphasis on the arts and
community services. Many brick or concrete buildings
have been accented with steel and wood elements that
help to create depth and visual interest to the typical flat
facades. Simple geometries and proportions in structural

features helps amplify the district’s contemporary feel. This
interplay of materials hierarchy should be continued in all
new infill buildings.
The 3rd St streetscape through NewBo, which incorporates
some design elements of the contemporary aesthetic of the
buildings, needs updating. Tying new street elements, like
furniture, planters, paver inlays, and decorative light poles,
to the modern “feel” will only enhance the experience for
visitors and residents. Public open spaces should also
incorporate contemporary features into their designs. The
NewBo City Market building and its front lawn give a great
example of a successful cohesion of aesthetics between
building and open space.
With the NewBo Expansion area proposed to be a newlyconstructed mixed-use neighborhood, the opportunity
exists to create an entirely new architectural aesthetic.
Lying at the hinge point between Czech Village and NewBo
districts, the Expansion area’s buildings should combine
design elements of both into their construction. Building
materials common to both Czech Village and NewBo,
brick, concrete, and steel, should be utilized. Contemporary
details can be incorporated into the buildings surrounding
the public plaza, which have large footprints and potential
uses (mixed-use, office) reminiscent of NewBo. The
smaller residential structures located at the outer edges
of the NewBo expansion area could be more traditional
in character like similarly-sized units proposed in Czech
Village.
Unique to the NewBo Expansion area is the large stone
building, proposed as a retrofitted into a flexible, multipurpose facility. The stone building material is unique and
should be celebrated. Stone features can be used across
the building facades, along the detailed streetscapes, and
within the public open spaces, helping give the area its
own sense of place.
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E N H A N C E D FAC A D E

R E Q U I R E D S TO R E F R O N T / R E TA I L
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PUBLIC ART

S I G N AG E / WAY F I N D I N G
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SIGNAGE / WAYFINDING / PUBLIC ART
The aesthetic framework among the architectural elements of each
subarea should be extended to its set of signage and wayfinding
features. This set includes typical sign features such as gateways,
monument signs, identification columns, and interpretive/informative
signs placards. Also, though, other elements, like public art installations,
focal park structures, and water features, are utilized as important
guiding features within the Planning Area. Repetition of distinct building
details or materials into the signage/wayfinding family will further tie
the redevelop projects to the neighborhood context.
In addition, gateway features will be located at strategic locations
announcing arrival into the subareas. Gateways will be located on
both the west and east end of 16th Avenue in Czech Village, with
the eastern feature incorporated into the future flood wall installation.
On the opposite end of the 16th Avenue bridge, a gateway will mark
entrance into NewBo. A fourth gateway will be located on 3rd Street
near 9th Avenue to delineate arrival in NewBo for those traveling from
downtown. A number of monument signs and identification column
elements will be used in the Master Plan’s various open spaces and
important intersections within its street network.
The 10th and 1th Avenue development corridors through NewBo will be
terminated by large public art features adjacent to the planned levee.
These features orient users and help draw people toward the river.
Similar art installations will be incorporated into the NewBo Expansion
area at the north rim of the detention basin and in the greenway park
near the Bowling and C Street intersection. These art pieces are
effective for wayfinding purposes because they terminate axial views
along important development and mobility corridors. Water features
and large amenities within park spaces could also function in the same
way.
The wayfinding system will also be supplemented by key moves in
building design throughout the area. Buildings fronting onto open
spaces or significant street corridors may be required to employ
enhanced details on their facades. Buildings marked for ground-level
retail uses may be required to provide visible, open storefronts along
their primary frontages. Existing structures retrofitted for future use will
require careful preservation of their aesthetics. Each of these design
moves will create objects that are distinct and recognizable for those
moving through the districts.

N
LEGEND:
GATEWAY FEATURES
PUBLIC ART
OPEN SPACE FEATURE /
TERMINATED VISTA
WATER FEATURES / POOLS
AXIAL VIEWS
ENHANCED FACADES
REQUIRED STOREFRONTS / RETAIL
ICONIC ARCHITECTURE RETROFIT
This map represents a vision of how public and
private property could redevelop. New development
shown on private property is contingent on the
decisions of those property owners.
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N E I G H B O R H O O D C H A R A C T E R & P L A C E M A K I N G | O P E N S PAC E
OV E R A LL O PE N S PACE PL A N
A diversity in open spaces is essential to the Master Plan’s
intent of creating public amenities unique and essential to the
subareas. The size, shape, and program of each open space
is informed by the character of the surrounding development
and the people likely to utilize the space. The City of Cedar
Rapids is putting additional focus on multi-generational, free,
and accessible elements throughout the park system. The
outdoor environments, then, are made the places most visible
and most used that are representative of the context and “feel”
of the given area.
The open space network centered on the concept of pulling
the river and its greenway into the various developments. As
the plan diagram to the left illustrates, two large swaths of
green space, the manicured greenway park in Czech Village
and the more natural stormwater detention basin in the NewBo
Expansion, serve as middle grounds, both visual and functional,
for the riverfront meeting the neighborhoods. A smaller green
space is proposed at the African American Museum of Iowa,
providing a ceremonial landscape at its entrance.
Further into the three subareas, plazas, shared space streets,
and small-scale pocket parks are found throughout, located
at key street intersections or centered within major nodes
of development. Connected along trails or enhanced street
corridors with bike and pedestrian facilities, these spaces,
while primarily meant to serve local use, create a robust
network of activity centers that unifies the area.
On the following pages, several of the major open spaces are
highlighted and described in detail.
N
LEGEND:
PLAZA SPACE / SHARED SPACE STREETS
PUBLIC GREEN SPACE
PRIVATE GREEN / AMENITY AREAS
GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
LEVEES
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This map represents a vision of how public and
private property could redevelop. New development
shown on private property is contingent on the
decisions of those property owners.
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T H E G R E E N WAY PA R K
The greenway park will be a destination public open space for the city of
Cedar Rapids and region at-large. Approximately 10 acres in size, the park
will be enclosed by new developments on its north and west sides. Its west
edge is comprised of a shared space street segment that serves as a plazatype streetscape feature. The urban space may include amenities such as
seating areas, specialty paving, decorative light fixtures, street trees, and
landscaped planters. The adjacent residential development block will be
recessed back at its corner intersections, allowing for widened views into the
park from C Street and the existing neighborhoods to the west.
On its east end, the greenway park will engage the riverfront levee to better
connect the open space and the surrounding development to the river. A
small amphitheater with terraced seating recessed into the levee side could
lie on the north side of the park. Near the park’s center, a grand stair and
sloping ramp will pull park users up to the levee top trail and its views of the
river and city beyond.
A large destination playground connects with the grand stair and serves as
a primary focal point for the entire park. Amenities may include natural and
man-made play elements, pavilions, water features, and seating. The south
side of the park is enclosed by 21st Avenue, but sidewalk connections are
provided to the natural stormwater basin feature on the opposite side of the
street.
Anchoring the north half of the greenway park is the Roundhouse. The
Master Plan shows the historic structure, planned for restoration in the near
future, within a large pedestrian square adjacent to 18th Avenue. The space
is open, providing unobstructed views of the Roundhouse as well as easy
access to the structure for big events. The Roundhouse aligns with the
pedestrian promenade that runs directly from the 16th Avenue commercial
corridor to the greenway park.

This map represents a vision of how public and
private property could redevelop. New development
shown on private property is contingent on the
decisions of those property owners.

N
D E S T I N AT I O N PA R K A M E N I T I E S
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Birds- eye perspective over the levee looking west at the greenway park, Roundhouse, and adjacent development
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S I N CL A I R PL A Z A

PLAN ELEMENTS

At the center of the NewBo Expansion area, Sinclair Plaza could be an
urban public space lined by buildings with active retail and restaurant
frontages. The shared space will equally accommodate vehicles,
bicyclists, and pedestrians. The streets that enclose the plaza may
include on-street parking stalls and will be curbless, as bollards could
be employed as vertical markers guiding vehicle movements. Thus, the
plaza will be able to be closed off and able to accommodate large public
events. The plaza opens up at its southeast corner to the large detention
basin as well as Mt. Trashmore and the future Smokestack Bridge farther
on. Attractive planting beds, a small lawn space, a seating area canopied
by shade trees, and an interactive water feature are elements that could
be included in the west side of the plaza. Amenities like these could be
heavily used by residents and office workers of the district.
N
URBAN PL A Z A

D E T E N T I O N BAS I N S
Two large stormwater detention basins are included as parts of the City’s
flood control improvements project. The larger of the two, located in
the NewBo Expansion area, has been constructed. The smaller basin,
located along side of 21st Avenue south of the greenway park, is currently
under construction. The Plan intends for both basins to serve as focal
green amenity areas and function as a means to collect, treat, and allow
stormwater to percolate naturally into the ground.

N

DETENTION BASIN AMENIT Y AREA
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I N T E RS EC T I O N PL A Z A
Currently, the 3rd Street & 16th Avenue intersection presents mobility
challenges to bicyclists and drivers alike. High vehicle speeds and
free-flowing bike movements can increase the likelihood of crash
incidents. To help slow speeds and create a safer multi-modal
environment, the Master Plan proposes an urban roundabout plaza
to be implemented at the intersection. The plaza space could be
curbless, allowing for increased awareness/reaction among drivers,
bicyclists, and pedestrians. Bollards could delineate the separation
between the street travel lanes and the protected pedestrian space.
A small raised planter would be utilized as the center median feature,
guiding vehicle movements through the intersection while avoiding
any visibility issues and creating a focal element for the two mobility
corridors.

N
S H A R E D S PAC E S T R E E T / U R B A N I N T E R S EC T I O N

C Z ECH SCH O O L / D E L I PL A Z A
At the west terminus of the Community Arts Trail, the existing Czech
School Deli building is an important historic structure. With nearby
access to both the proposed Community Arts Trail and existing
riverfront trail, and the potential for apartments developing along 2nd
Street, there is an opportunity for an urban plaza to be incorporated
around the building. The plaza would provide an active outdoor space
that could be utilized for events and/or amenities extending out from
the building. The plaza would be a highly-detailed, pedestrian- and
bike-friendly environment that would still allow for service access to
the adjacent pump station. Both the plaza and the building tenant
could have an arts focus to better tie the development into the rest
of NewBo.
N
P L A Z A N E A R H I S TO R I C S T R U C T U R E
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R I V E R ACCES S & OV E R LO O K
PLAN ELEMENTS

With the levee and flood wall components of the flood control system
improvements planned, physical access to the Cedar River will be
limited within the Planning Area. Bicyclists and pedestrians will be
able to ride along sections of levee-top and levee-side trails. A
recently-constructed slip-in, sensitively placed within the tree-lined
river bank, can be accessed off 21st Avenue and is serviced by a
small surface parking lot. The location is ideal, as the access point
is removed from high-development areas, but provided connection
to the trail and thus the amenities of the nearby greenway park.
Additionally, the City has recently initiated the River Recreation
Feasibility Study to determine opportunities for river access and
use.
On the east side of the river in NewBo, the Market Trail corridor
will terminate at the riverfront levee, where public art installation
captures views and large staircase and accessibility ramp will
provide access to a river overlook. This point on top of the levee will
provide panoramic views along the riverfront. The overlook will also
connect to the levee-side trail via a small switchback accessibility
ramp. The overlook is sure to attract users among resident of
NewBo eager to connect to the riverfront and its greenway trail.

N

N
OV E R LO O KS & WAT E R AC C E S S P O I N T
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CONNECTIVITY
The second Plan Element, Connectivity, signifies the
mobility enhancements necessary to support the unique
buildings and open spaces that create the “places”
desired within the Planning Area. The ability to connect
these nodes or destinations via an attractive and easy-tonavigate mobility system will incentivize a social and active
lifestyle ideal for the area. Connectivity for all modes of
transportation, vehicular, bicycle, pedestrian, is essential
for the survival and success of any community. The ability
to connect key areas within the Planning Area while
retaining the individual identity of each neighborhood was
an objective that arose out of the Visioning and Design
Workshops.
The improvements proposed within the Master Plan to the
street and bike / pedestrian networks focus on the creation
of a safe, walkable community. Certain sections of the
Planning Area contain intersections and street segments
that could be improved to increase safety. The Master
Plan proposes changes to help calm traffic and ease any
conflicts vehicles experience through intersections.
Cedar Rapids has a thriving bicyclist community and
culture. There are a great number of cyclists traveling
through the Planning Area and, thus, many opportunities to
improve the overall cycling experience for the community.
The Master Plan identifies important regional trail
extensions and on-street bike improvements that close
gaps in the bicycle network.
Each subarea should develop into high-functioning
walkable neighborhoods. In the Master Plan, sidewalks
are provided along all streets. Urban trails pass through
important development corridors, providing easy access
to current and future residents alike. The integration of
shared space streets and public plazas expand upon the
pedestrian environment at the “places” most visible and
important to the vibrancy of the districts.
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CONNECTIVITY | MOBILITY ENHANCEMENTS
ST R E E T N E T W O R K
The existing street network is quite strong throughout the Planning Area. New local
streets proposed in the Master Plan will provide access to the new developments
and public open spaces while also closing the missing links in the existing grid.
In Czech Village, new streets will line the greenway park, with the extension of 18th
Avenue providing frontage for the park-side development blocks between the green
space and the 16th Avenue commercial corridor. The proposed reconstruction of 16th
Avenue will provide an updated, historically-sensitive streetscape for the important
corridor. A series of roundabouts along C Street, currently planned by the City, will
help alleviate traffic issues at the primary intersections of the subarea.
With the NewBo Expansion being an almost entirely newly-constructed mixed-use
neighborhood, half of the proposed streets will be new. 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Streets will
be extended east toward the stormwater detention basin. A new north-south street
will intersect with these three, creating the central block grid for the district. Near
the retrofitted Stone Building, 3rd Street will turn north and connect with 9th Street,
intersecting the new trail and extended 4th Street.
In NewBo, 12th Avenue will see a number of improvements. The City has plans
for roundabouts at the 2nd and 3rd Street intersections. Full reconstruction of 12th
Avenue east of 3rd Street is proposed to include new on-street parking and bike
lanes to improve district connectivity and redevelopment potential. Further north,
small segments of new streets are planned to complete the district grid, with the
most notable being the new street that sweeps west from 2nd Avenue through the
proposed development on City Lot 44. This segment will provide not only service
to new development, but also to the federal courthouse building.
The street network also includes shared space street features at key nodes of
development and near important public open spaces. These features, which create
an open, flexible environment where vehicle, bicyclist, and pedestrians are given
equally importance, will provide important functional public space for the Planning
Area at-large.
N
LEGEND:
RECONSTRUCTED STREETS
SHARED SPACE STREETS
NEW LOCAL STREETS
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This map represents a vision of how public and
private property could redevelop. New development
shown on private property is contingent on the
decisions of those property owners.
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SHARED SPACE STREET CONCEPT
Across the three subareas, shared space street features
are proposed in the Master Plan. In these public,
highly-detailed plaza-style spaces, vehicle, bicycle, and
pedestrian movement is accommodated, with equal
emphasis given to each. Thus, vehicles will not be given
priority, which will slow traffic speeds and cause drivers to
interact more with other users. The shared space street
segments may be curbless, with the two drive lanes and
on-street parking stalls separated from the pedestrian-only
space by bollards, raised planters, or other buffer elements.
Specialty paving will be utilized across the right-of-way
section, blurring the lines between spaces dedicated for
the various modes of travel. In most cases, these shared
spaces will be able to be closed off for special events, with
the ground-level retail and restaurant outlets activating the
public space.

S H A R E D S PAC E S T R E E T
61

B I K E / PE D N E T W O R K
With Cedar Rapids having such a strong trails system and
active bike community, it was important for the Master Plan to
provide ample pathways through the entire Planning Area for
bicyclists and pedestrians to use. Additionally, the provision
of continuous sidewalks along all streets is a basic design
principle common to all urban mixed-use neighborhoods like
those proposed within the Planning Area.
As the diagram to the left shows, the Master Plan proposes
a variety of new bike and pedestrian facilities. Multi-use trails
extend from the existing trail network. Notable new segments
include the 4th Street Trail connecting downtown to the proposed
Smokestack Bridge, the Market and Community Arts Trails
through NewBo, and the trails through the greenway park. In
addition, riverside trails are extended in coordination with the
flood control system improvements. Bike improvements are
proposed on 12th Avenue through NewBo and along 3rd Street
in the NewBo Expansion area. These key facilities, in addition
to the urban grid of sidewalks, connect key plazas and open
spaces throughout the Planning Area. The proposed bike/ped
network will accommodate the active, social lifestyle desired
for each of the districts.

N
LEGEND:
EXISTING TRAILS
PROPOSED TRAILS
BIKE ENHANCEMENTS
PEDESTRIAN PROMENADE
SIDEWALKS
PLAZA / SHARED SPACE STREETS
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This map represents a vision of how public and
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shown on private property is contingent on the
decisions of those property owners.
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C Z ECH V I LL AG E PE D EST R I A N
PRO M E N A D E
Throughout the Visioning process and at each of the
Design Workshop pin-ups, the public voiced the desire
for a strong pedestrian link between the new greenway
park and existing the 16th Avenue commercial corridor.
This connection would tie the two activity centers together,
creating a cohesive Czech Village neighborhood.
The promenade will begin at the small existing green space
near the midpoint of 16th Avenue in Czech Village. The
green space will align with the mid-block crossing, tying
both sides of the commercial corridor together with the
new promenade. The path will run south then through the
expanded district parking lot, buffered with wide landscape
beds and accented by groupings of beautiful shade trees.
The pedestrian promenade terminates in the greenway
park on the relocated Roundhouse, thus emphasizing the
link to Czech Village’s historic character.

N
PEDESTRIAN PROMENADE
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3R D ST R E E T PRO M E N A D E &
B I K E I M PROV E M E N T S

N
B I K E I M P R OV E M E N T S

The proposed extension of 3rd Street south through
the NewBo Expansion could include a pedestrian
promenade and cycle track within its enhanced rightof-way. The promenade, a widened sidewalk, and
bicycle improvements, will connect the Sinclair Plaza,
at the heart of the district, to the regional trail network
with paths along the river and over the waterway via the
proposed Smokestack Bridge. These mobility features
could be supplemented with a unique streetscape of
decorative site elements, canopy trees, and vibrant
understory landscaping.

4T H ST R E E T T R A I L
EXTENSIONS
An important link to the city trail network proposed
within the Master Plan is the extension of the Cedar
River Trail, which runs south out of downtown along the
active rail line. Currently, the trail transitions to narrow
sidewalks along 7th Avenue to the river. The Master Plan
proposes the trail extend south through NewBo and the
NewBo Expansion area, following primarily existing
railroad corridors. On its south end, the 4th Street Trail
will follow a vacated rail corridor, pass outside of the
retrofitted Stone Building, and connect to the proposed
Smokestack Bridge.

N
T R A I L T Y P O LO G I E S
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MARKET TR AIL
PLAN ELEMENTS

Running from the NewBo City Market west
to the future levee along 11th Avenue, the
Market Trail will serve as an important conduit
for pedestrians and cyclists alike looking to
connect to the riverfront. The tree-lined path
will run on the north side of 11th Avenue,
providing good solar access for users. The
Trail will be a key link for those traveling to
and from the City Market building and open
space. Residents and visitors alike could
use the Market Trail frequently, with the new
residential developments shown in the Master
Plan providing a large influx of likely users.
At the levee, the Market Trail terminates on
a small plaza space with an iconic piece of
public art. Adjacent to the plaza, a set of steps
and accessible ramp will allow pedestrians to
climb atop the levee to an overlook, opening
up panoramic views of the Cedar River and
greenway, Mt. Trashmore, and the future
Smokestack Bridge. A ramp will traverse down
the west side of the levee from the overlook,
connecting the riverfront trail.

N
URBAN TR AIL WITH PUBLIC ART
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CO M M U N I T Y A R T S T R A I L
Currently 10th Avenue runs east from 3rd Street
through NewBo and into the Oak Hill Jackson
neighborhood. The proposed Community Arts
Trail, which will run along the south side of the
street, then will serve as a key piece in the regional
mobility network. The Trail will take on an arts focus
stemmed in the creative tenants of the Cherry
building, which lies adjacent to the midway point
of the path. The multi-use path will pass through a
number of new plaza spaces that will incorporate
public art installations. The Trail could be detailed
with interesting paving materials and decorative
site elements (furniture, light fixtures, planters) to
further emphasize this theme.

N

PUBLIC ART ALONG URBAN WALKWAYS
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The Community Arts Trail will connect the new
clinic and community center (currently under
construction) in Oak Hill Jackson to the proposed
Czech School / Deli plaza at it west terminus.
Just east of the Cherry building, the Arts Trail will
intersect with the new 4th Street trail, connecting
the civic pathway to the regional trail system.
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PLAN ELEMENTS
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Birds- eye perspective over 10th Avenue looking west along the Communit y Ar ts Trail toward the Czech School / Deli plaza and river front
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INFILL DEVELOPMENT
Once the placemaking and mobility enhancements
proposed within the Master Plan reach a critical mass, then
Infill Development, the third Plan Element, is more likely to
occur. The timing of this process will vary among locations,
with development occurring many times concurrently with
the creation of the new public spaces. The Planning Area
has a number of vacant buildings or parcels and underutilized properties. These are the “missing teeth” within the
district that provide opportunities for the new, contextual
infill development desired with this AAP.
The strategic infill identified in the Master Plan would bring
a wide range of prospective residents and visitors into
the districts. All infill sites will be constructed as urbanstyle projects, which engage and activate the street while
providing the “rooftops” critical to expand the Planning
Area’s commercial, entertainment, office, and civic
development potential.
New developments will respect the unique contexts and
characters of the subarea in which they are located. The
physical form – the size and orientation – of buildings will
respond to the adjacent buildings and streets. The types of
uses proposed will match the demand of the representative
subarea as well. The new projects will attract people,
activity, and an economic boost into the Planning Area
without compromising the visual and functional framework
of the region.
It is important to note that this Master Plan shares a vision
of how the area could redevelop over time to achieve the
goals identified. Development shown on private property in
this plan is contingent on decisions of the property owner.
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I N F I L L D E V E L O P M E N T | S P E C I F I C D E V E LO P M E N T S I T E S
G R E E N WAY PA R K R ES I D E N T I A L
As highlighted in the Key Initiative for Czech Village, the
construction of the greenway park will spur redevelopment
around the destination open space. Primary among the
proposed uses for this redevelopment are residential
typologies. The intent of the Master Plan is to provide a
variety of unit types to help attract a diverse set of new
residents that will provide an influx of activity and life for
the Czech Village neighborhood.
On the park’s west side, residential typologies that
transition from “missing middle” housing to existing singlefamily homes are recommended. This will better “fit” the
new development into the neighborhood’s context. Both
the new townhomes and single-family units will be alleyloaded to keep their frontages open and complementary
to pedestrian activity.
Further south along C Street, proposed “missing middle”
housing buildings could line the corridor. These buildings
could be multi-unit structures, similar in scale to the
surrounding single-family uses, clustered around common
green space. More of these small-scale buildings will also
front onto 22nd Avenue, opening up to the stormwater
detention basin. This concentration of denser residences
will again bring diversity to the housing stock, encouraging
a wider range of potential residents to move into Czech
Village.

R E A R- LO A D E D S I N G L E- FA M I LY

This map represents a vision of how public and
private property could redevelop. New development
shown on private property is contingent on the
decisions of those property owners.

MISSING MIDDLE HOUSING
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PLAN ELEMENTS

C Z ECH V I LL AG E I N FI LL
In the expanded block between the 16th Avenue commercial corridor
and the greenway park, a mix of building types are proposed.
Enclosing the large district parking lot on the block’s south side,
“missing middle” housing structures will bring new residents to the
area while a potential boutique hotel, fronting onto the park, would
accommodate visitors. The lower level of the potential hotel could
include retail or restaurant uses.
I N F I L L R E TA I L

The majority of the building frontages along 16th Avenue are
occupied. Thus, the Master Plan proposes small-scale infill
development sites to fill in the missing gaps of the corridor. On
the corridor’s east end, four live/work units could develop on the
existing surface parking lot. The parking stalls which were lost by
the National Czech & Slovak Museum & Library will be replaced by
additional parking associated with the facility’s future expansion.
Live/work units include office, studio, or shop space and the
ground-level with tenant living accommodations above. The twostory structures would be scaled appropriately for the existing
structures along the corridor. On the north side of 16th Avenue, near
the corridor’s midpoint and across the street from the pedestrian
promenade link, a retail building could fill-in the vacancy currently
occupied by a patio space for an adjacent bar & grill.
On the south corner of the C Street and 16th Avenue intersection,
a small apartment building could enclose a small plaza space. The
building would sit adjacent to the recently-constructed mixed-use
building off that corner.
N

This map represents a vision of how public and
private property could redevelop. New development
shown on private property is contingent on the
decisions of those property owners.

LIVE / WORK UNITS
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N E W BO E X PA N S I O N
MIXED-USE
The NewBo Expansion area will develop around
a core of mixed-use development sites. Retail
and restaurant uses could occupy the ground
levels of an office building and multi-family
housing enclosing the Sinclair Plaza. The office
building would be flexible in design, being able to
accommodate a single anchor tenant or multiple
smaller outfits. Enclosed within the development
block on the south side of the plaza could be a
shared district parking structure. This facility,
attached to a large apartment building with an
enclosed amenity courtyard, would accommodate
the demand of all use types within the district. Liner
townhomes could wrap its north and south sides,
providing active urban frontages to the adjacent
streets.
Stretching out from this high-activity public plaza,
building uses would transition to strictly residential.
Alley-loaded townhomes would line both sides of
2nd Street. Tuck-under townhomes would line
the north side of 3rd Street, providing the “eyes
and ears” for the desired promenade and bicycle
amenities. Two small-scale “missing middle”
housing buildings could sit on the west side of the
4th Street and 16th Avenue intersection.

This map represents a vision of how public and
private property could redevelop. New development
shown on private property is contingent on the
decisions of those property owners.

MIXED-USE BUILSINGS
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Perspective looking south down 3rd Street toward Sinclair Plaza and the adjoining mixed- use development

STO N E B U I LD I N G R E T RO FI T
The retrofitted historic Stone Building, with its assumed open
interior could accommodate a number of uses within its flexible
floor plate. Some possible uses include an incubator complex,
makerspace, arts cooperative, and destination restaurant or
brewery. On its exterior, the existing stone veneer should be
preserved, allowing the unique building material to attract
interest and attention. A ceremonial entrance into the building
would be provided via a vestibule addition at its southwest
corner. This entrance would be accessed from a potential
plaza at the realigned urban intersection of 4th and 9th Streets.
The functional entrance could then be on the building’s east
side and accompanied by a small vehicle drop-off.

N
INDOOR MARKET
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M I C R O B R E W E RY

Lying along the proposed 4th Street Trail, the renovated
building program could extend out into a series of exterior
spaces that would provide amenities for trail users specifically
and also the public at-large. A paved patio space could lie
along the north façade and would spill out into a tree-lined
small event lawn.
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2 N D ST R E E T R ES I D E N T I A L
PLAN ELEMENTS

The highest concentration of new development
proposed in the Master Plan occurs along the west
side of 2nd Street in NewBo. This residential-focused
development would be located in the existing Cityowned parking lots adjacent to the planned levee. The
development will be urban in nature, with the buildings
pushed toward the street, creating a consistent
frontage. A comfortable setback would provide space
for small patios for ground-level units and balconies
for those on upper floors. Shared parking would be
considered as part of any new development and could
be located behind the buildings.

N
A PA R T M E N T B U I L D I N G S
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N E W BO M I S S I N G M I D D LE &
TO W N H O M ES
With large sections of NewBo already established
with existing structures, most of the proposed
new redevelopment will consist of small-scale
infill buildings. The majority of these structures
should be “missing middle” housing buildings and
townhomes. These buildings, which will “fill in”
vacant corners or mid-block gaps of development,
would bring in new residents and appeal to people
of all ages and income levels.

N
“ M I S S I N G M I D D L E” H O U S I N G
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TO W N H O M E S
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PLAN ELEMENTS

SMALL SINGLE-FAMILY
(COTTAGE HOMES &
SHOTGUN HOMES)
Just north of the Stone Building, a set of ten rearloaded cottage homes could enclose a common
linear green space, forming a pocket neighborhood.
The homes, smaller in scale then the singlefamily homes typical of the existing neighborhood,
would provide a unique typology attractive to a
broad range of prospective residents, from young
professionals to empty nesters to retirees. The
structures themselves could include large front
porches that open onto the shared green space,
encouraging interaction among neighbors.
At the eastern edge of NewBo, adjacent to the Oak
Hill Jackson neighborhood, groupings of shotgun
homes are proposed. This typology would be even
smaller in scale than the cottage homes, further
diversifying the available housing stock. There
are similar style homes already constructed in the
area, providing good support for the demand for
these small, but detail-design structures.

N
S H OTG U N H O M E S T Y P O LO G I E S

C O T TA G E H O M E S / P O C K E T
N E I G H B O R H O O D T Y P O LO G I E S
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GOALS AND ACTION STEPS
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GOALS & ACTION STEPS

OVERVIEW
On the following pages, the proposed Goals and
subsequent Action Steps are provided for each of the
three subareas within the Planning Area. The Goals are
organized among the AAP’s three Plan Elements:
•

Neighborhood Character & Placemaking

•

Connectivity

•

Infill Development

Each of these Plan Elements are described in detail
and tied to the proposed initiatives and improvements
associated with the Master Plan on the preceding pages.
The Goals have been assigned to the applicable Plan
Element. Under each Goal, a set of Action Steps are
provided, with the responsible party/organization identified
along with the recommended timeframe for implementation
for each. These recommendations are not meant to be
definitive or restrictive in any manner. The timeframes
assigned are estimates and are assumed to be flexible in
response to future development factors.
The intent of the Goals and Action Steps is to provide
a roadmap that will help guide redevelopment and
implementation of the Master Plan. The various projects
and initiatives identified should develop independently, but
in coordination with others to ensure the unified, collective
vision for the Planning Area is attained.
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G O A L S & A C T I O N S T E P S | C Z E C H V I L L AG E
NEIGHBORHOOD CHAR ACTER & PLACEMAKING
GOAL #1: Provide Czech Village and the adjacent neighborhoods a major community
open space that could accommodate public activities while also serving as a catalyst
for redevelopment.

ACTION STEPS
Determine the programmed amenities to be included in the future
greenway park, including the Round House.

CITY PARKS AND RECREATION
WITHIN 1 YEAR

Design street network around the future park, in particular the extensions
of A Street south from 16th Avenue and 18th Avenue east from C Street.

CITY PUBLIC WORKS
2-3 YEARS

Design and seek funding for construction and ongoing maintenance
of greenway park.

CITY PARKS & RECREATION
2-3 YEARS

Coordinate short term and long term special event needs.

CITY MANAGER’S OFFICE
WITHIN 1 YEAR

GOAL #2: Ensure the preservation and enhancement of Czech Village’s historic
character through future development.

ACTION STEPS

N
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Create an Infill Development Style Guide to be used in the design of
new buildings.

CITY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
WITHIN 1 YEAR

Partner with the Self-Supporting Municipal Improvement District
(SSMID) on future streetscape updates to 16th Ave SW.

SSMID
BEYOND 5 YEARS

Complete fundraising to reconstruct the former Round House
structure within the greenway park.

FRIENDS OF THE CZECH VILLAGE
2-3 YEARS

Develop streetscape style guide for public Right-of-Way that
complements Czech Village.

CITY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
WITHIN 1 YEAR
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INFILL DEVELOPMENT

GOAL #1: Simplify the mobility network, creating safer conditions for vehicles, cyclist,
and pedestrians moving into, out of, and through Czech Village.

GOAL #1: Create a development framework that encourages contextual, complimentary
land uses to infill into the Czech Village neighborhood, primarily residential typologies
around the new destination park.

ACTION STEPS

GOALS & ACTION STEPS

CONNECTIVITY

ACTION STEPS

Implement Cedar Rapids wayfinding signing plan in the same manner
as other districts.

CITY PUBLIC WORKS
2-3 YEARS

Construct accessible connection to the riverfront trail at the A Street
SW intersection along with gateway features on either side of the
16th Avenue bridge.

CITY PUBLIC WORKS
WITHIN 1 YEAR

Evaluate the conversion of the 15th -16th Ave SW one-way pair west
of C Street to two-way including access at 16th Ave SW and D Street
SW.

CITY PUBLIC WORKS
2-3 YEARS

Design for construction of the pedestrian promenade and parking lot
expansion between 16th Avenue SW and the greenway park.

CITY PUBLIC WORKS
2-3 YEARS

Explore bicycle infrastructure improvements on 12th Ave bridge.

CITY PUBLIC WORKS
WITHIN 1 YEAR

Design the B Street SW shared space plaza between 18th and 21st
Avenues SW that would serve as a functional amenity space for the
park, as well as a catalyst for new residential development between
it and C Street SW.

CITY PUBLIC WORKS
2-3 YEARS

Develop strategy for the inventory and phasing of available cityowned property for housing and other uses around the greenway park
and east of 21st Avenue SW with an emphasis on Missing Middle
residential buildings and a destination boutique hotel.

CITY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
WITHIN 1 YEAR
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G O A L S & A C T I O N S T E P S | N E W B O E X PA N S I O N
NEIGHBORHOOD CHAR ACTER & PLACEMAKING
GOAL #1: Create a signature built feature and open space amenity area to serve as
the focus for redevelopment and public space improvements within the area.

ACTION STEPS

N
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Design and construct Smokestack Bridge and trail extensions.

CITY PUBLIC WORKS
WITHIN 1 YEAR

Coordinate short term and long term special event needs on Cityowned property.

CITY MANAGER’S OFFICE
WITHIN 1 YEAR
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INFILL DEVELOPMENT

GOAL #1: Extend the street and trail networks through the NewBo Expansion area,
linking future development sites with the city’s existing mobility framework.

GOAL #1: Provide a development framework that will encourage the development
of a mixed-use district, scaled appropriately to the surrounding neighborhoods and
centered around a public plaza.

ACTION STEPS

GOALS & ACTION STEPS

CONNECTIVITY

ACTION STEPS

Design and construct the shared space street improvements to the
intersection of 3rd Street SE and 16th Avenue SE.

CITY PUBLIC WORKS
2-3 YEARS

Design concept layout for new north/south street adjacent to the
Sinclair detention basin between 2nd and 4th Streets SE.

CITY PUBLIC WORKS
WITHIN 1 YEAR

Improve 3rd Street SE from 16th Avenue SE east to new north/south
street.

CITY PUBLIC WORKS
2-3 YEARS

Improve 16th Avenue SE from 2nd Street SE to 4th Street SE.

CITY PUBLIC WORKS
2-3 YEARS

Design concept layout for the extension of 4th and 3rd Streets SE
east to connect with 9th Street SE.

CITY PUBLIC WORKS
WITHIN 1 YEAR

Develop strategy for the inventory and phasing of available cityowned properties east of 16th Avenue SE and north of the Sinclair
detention basin.

CITY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
WITHIN 1 YEAR

Design central plaza space at the intersection of 3rd Street SE and
new north/south street.

CITY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
WITHIN 1 YEAR
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GOALS & ACTION STEPS | NEWBO
NEIGHBORHOOD CHAR ACTER & PLACEMAKING
GOAL #1: Unify the district through the creation and implementation of a common
public realm design aesthetic.

ACTION STEPS

N
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Develop streetscape style guide for public Right-of-Way that
complements the NewBo area (including the NewBo Expansion).

CITY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
WITHIN 1 YEAR

Design a gateway feature on 3rd Street SE east of 8th Avenue SE to
celebrate entrance into the district.

CITY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
WITHIN 1 YEAR

Evaluate the conversion of 3rd Street SE between 11th and 12th
Avenues SE into a shared space plaza.

CITY PUBLIC WORKS
BEYOND 5 YEARS

Create an Infill Development Style Guide to be used in the design of
new buildings (including the NewBo Expansion area).

CITY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
WITHIN 1 YEAR
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INFILL DEVELOPMENT

GOAL #1: Provide public connections, both physical and visual, from the NewBo
area to the riverfront, that respond to the future flood control system improvements in a
contextual manner.

GOAL #1: Develop a detailed strategy to encourage the appropriate infill development
that meets the demand of the existing area while benefiting the long-term growth of the
region.

ACTION STEPS

GOALS & ACTION STEPS

CONNECTIVITY

ACTION STEPS

Partner with the Self-Supporting Municipal Improvement District
(SSMID) to develop 10th Avenue SE as an Arts Walk corridor between
the Cherry Building and the Flood Control System.

SSMID
2-3 YEARS

Perform a detailed market analysis for the district
(including the NewBo Expansion).

THE DISTRICT (MAIN STREET)
WITHIN 1 YEAR

Implement Cedar Rapids wayfinding signing plan in the same manner
as other districts.

CITY PUBLIC WORKS
2-3 YEARS

Develop strategy for the inventory and phasing of available of City-owned
property not needed for the Flood Control System along the river north
of 12th Avenue SE (Lot 44) with an emphasis on multi-family residential.

CITY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
BEYOND 5 YEARS
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